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About Hilti India
Hilti India, an eco-conscious company, always stresses

environmental care through their innovative environmentally

friendly products and technologies. These innovations include

focusing on being an eco-friendly and responsible company by

reducing their CO2 emissions, and energy and water consumption

throughout their factories, plants, offices and transport. Taking a

step ahead and getting their employees involved in more eco-

friendly activities, Hilti India is planning to conduct a plantation drive

across India to engage their employees and stakeholders to be more

responsible and proactive in taking care of the environment.



Tapas foundation recognizes that overall reform can be achieved by a

multifaceted approach comprising activation at the grassroots level,

outreach and reform of the urban population and advocacy involving

change makers and those in power. Tapas Foundation works with several

CSOs, NGOs, government bodies and corporates by designing and

curating social campaigns around social issues while raising awareness to

make a difference and ensuring help to those in need. Our mission is to

work towards a socially reformed world. And we believe that awareness is

the first step towards any quantifiable change both on the ground as well

as on digital platforms. 

NGO Partner: 

Tapas Foundation



Event Objective: 
This drive will help bring about a positive change in the outlook of Hilti

employees towards the environment. Along with spreading awareness about

environmental conservation, the tree plantation drive will highlight the

immediate need to adopt sustainable habits. This campaign brings Hilti and

Tapas together to shed light on the shared goal of the campaign while stressing

the absolute need for environmental activism. The event proceeds with a

plantation drive while setting the foundation for a greener future, and initiating

a dialogue on ground as well as online about environmental activism in our

everyday life. We shall bring them face to face with the true nature of the

situation with the help of hard-hitting facts about the impact on the

environment created by our actions. Through this initiative, we strive to give

people an opportunity to do their bit for the environment.



Location of Drive 

Rajkiya Varishth Madhyamik Vidyalay,
Sector-33, Islampur nearby Shani Mandir
Sohna Road, Gurugram, Haryana.



Carrying forward the vision  of

#EachOnePlantOne,  

150 employees
from team Hilti India planted 200 saplings

under their CSR initiative. Team Tapas

Foundation provided assistance in the

same. 



Personalised and
Heartfelt

Name tags of the employees were attached with the
respective sapling they planted. The idea to do so was
to make the experience more heartfelt for the
employees. 



Limiting Plastic Use

In order to encourage reduced dependence on
plastics, three earthen pots along with Kulhads were
arranged to serve cold water to all the members on
field. 



Mementos for
the Planet
After the planting of the saplings, all the employees were given
sustainable stationery as a token of love along with refreshment
boxes. 

The dignitaries from team Hilti India also received mementoes for
their outstanding contribution to the plantation drive. They also
shared their experience with us about the same.



Green Zone
Through this plantation drive, Tapas aims to
impact the lives of people living in areas of
Gurgaon by providing them with a green and
pollution-free zone. We thank team Hilti India
for supporting this noble cause!




